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alternate facts this time Press is going berserk They STILL dont get it As far as a lot of the
country is concerned media has been presenting alternate facts for years The Times amp The
Sunday Times The subscription details associated with this account need to be updated
Please update your billing details here to continue enjoying your subscription Unz Goes
Nuclear by Israel Shamir The Unz Review Some discoveries are just too shocking to digest
Recently I wrote of intrepid Ron Unz the Californian maverick publisher and IT genius who
dared to share with his readers his insights into the ideas and motifs of revisionists or
Holocaust Deniers as their enemies call them Climate change has anything actually changed –
DON AITKIN For some time now my only exposure to the world has been through five minutes
of radio news on Classic FM plus some TV news at 6 pm how much I get is affected by our
dinner time at this nursing home Bigger Financial Meltdown Starts Before End of Year Doug
After the Interview Doug Casey has some free articles and information at CaseyResearch com
Casey predicts his site will grow at least three fold in the coming years because people will be
scared and will not be able to find reliable information in the mainstream financial press
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? How to identify the invisible scripts that
control our lives Invisible scripts prevent us from earning more Do you see the invisible scripts
that guide our lives Here are some others “I should follow my passions” The question no
democrat will touch Flopping Aces DrJohn has been a health care professional for more than
30 years In addition to clinical practice he has done extensive research and has published
widely with over 70 original articles and abstracts in the peer reviewed literature The Watcher
Files UFOs Aliens Reptilians Secret The Watcher Files Exposing aliens reptilians humans who
are possessed and controlled by them government black operations aliens ufos the secret
government and much more The facts about ‘boat people’ – The government amp media are
We’re also breaching the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights
Article 2 2 under which it is prohibited to detain someone on the basis of “race colour sex
language religion political or other opinion national or social origin property birth or other
status” Retired At 40 How Much Is A Military Pension Worth — My A few weeks ago I was
reading an article in Money magazine about a couple who retired at 40 While they do live
frugally in relatively low cost St Louis the primary reason they were able to retire is that they
each served for 20 years in the military and now receive a pension of 58 500 per year Global
Warming Policy Hoax versus Dodgy Science « Roy In the early 1990s I was visiting the White
House Science Advisor Sir Prof Dr Robert Watson who was pontificating on how we had
successfully regulated Freon to solve the ozone depletion problem and now the next goal was
to regulate carbon dioxide which at that time was believed to be the sole cause of global
warming BBC NEWS Talk about Newsnight The BIG Immigration Debate In view of the fact
that for centuries people from Britain have gone where they wanted in the world to trade and to
settle often using force to get their own way is it not hypocritical to stop Wings Over Scotland
At midnight all the agents On Saturday for the second year in a row there was a huge and
joyous independence march through the centre of Glasgow which passed off with no incidents
arrests or disturbances despite attempted provocation from a small handful of abusive Unionist
bigots led by a Holocaust denier
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